
For supporting our development, we are looking for 

Programmer 

Our offer, your future 

Delta Engineering is the European market leader in factory automation for the blow moulding industry. Started as a 

two-man business in 1992, today the company is working with more than 100 qualified and dedicated employees. 

Together we develop a wide range of innovative and efficient quality machines in close cooperation with our 

customers. So we guarantee a stable position on the market and a promising future for our company and our 

employees. 

Job description 

 To develop software solutions on the existing applications 

 To improve, streamline or to integrate the existing applications  

 To be responsible for the hardware and company network  

 Ensures the development and the maintenance of software. 

 Offers support to the users of the developed applications 

 Is responsible for the creation of operating instructions 

 Ensures the training of colleagues to have an optimal utilization of developed applications 

 To share your professional experience and your knowledge of the best techniques with your colleagues 
 
Job requirements 

 To have a strong analytical mind and to be able to organized your work with attention to detail.  

 To  find solutions for the problems occurred 

 To take responsibility for your design and for testing it 

 To have knowledge of object oriented programming and design patterns 

 To have a good Experience in developing software solutions and applications on the .NET platform (Visual 
Basic and C#) 

 To have good knowledge of SQL Server 

 To have good knowledge about Crystal Report  

 To have good knowledge of  VB Script   

 Networking knowledge 

  To have a positive mind, in order to be able to work independent, as well as in a team 

 To be stress resistant, and to work with deadlines 

 To have a very good knowledge of English language.  
 

Our offer 

 The possibility to work in a young and growing company, together with an enthusiastic team; to work in a 
famous company recognized as a domain leader, with a clear vision of the future 

 To continuously improve your education, knowledge and experience  

 A financial compensation, proportional with your experience and contribution 

 A group health assurance 

 Meal tickets 
 
Are you interested? 
Send us your intention letter, with a detailed CV! 
You can send your application by email, to cmc@delta-engineering.ro 
Or by post to this address: 
 Delta Engineering Automation SRL 
 Str. Margeanului nr. 9 
 430014 Baia Mare 
 Romania 
 In attention of Mrs. Carmen Macocian 
 

mailto:cmc@delta-engineering.ro

